The Pandemic Spring of 2020

THE LOCKDOWN COLLECTION
AVAILABLE NOW

Friends & Colleagues:
I hope that you and your loved ones are keeping safe and well during
this difficult time.
With production pipelines delayed, I’ve been asked about titles available
to license now and am happy to share a partial list here. Some are from
my inventory, others are new to the market. Please let me know if you’d
like screening links or further information for any titles.
Click on the film title to reach a trailer and/or website. Contact me for a
screening link although please note that those marked with a * can be
screened in the Sunnyside of the Doc video library. Also in the library are
listings and trailers for several of my projects in development.
Best wishes,

A LEGENDARY LIFE IN ISOLATION
What film could be more appropriate to the times we’re living in than
the Oscar-winning * ANNE FRANK REMEMBERED (1 x 117). The
only complete telling of Anne’s life, the film has just been digitally
remastered by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences.

Louise

MY MOST RECENT FILM AS PRODUCER!
Nearly completed, preparing for festival premieres – Iranian director Sarvnaz
Alambeigi’s 1001 NIGHTS APART (1 x 84/52). This film is an exquisite and
poignant revelation of the lives of underground dancers in Tehran, where
even the word “dance” is illegal.

GET READY FOR THE NOVEMBER 2020 ELECTION!
Just in time for the US presidential election, three exceptional films covering some little-seen but strategically important parts of the US. Sarah Colt’s
new feature doc * THE DISRUPTED (1 x 90) reveals the lives of a Kansas farmer, an Ohio factory worker, and a Florida Uber driver to expose the
decline of the middle class. World premiere in the international competition at Dok.Fest Munich, screening next at Telluride’s MountainFIlm. Kimberly Reed’s Sundance award-winning, Oscar shortlisted DARK MONEY (1 x 120/85) traces the investigation by a Montana journalist who discovers
the inner-workings of dark money in political campaigns. What about the popular vote? Consider how the 3.2 million people living in Puerto Rico
that have US citizenship but no national voting rights or Congressional representatives could change the election outcomes. In THE LAST AMERICAN COLONY (1 x 90), the fight against this injustice plays out over 100 years, melding the historical with the contemporary.

THE ARTS WILL SAVE US!

Share the courage of artists and the critical importance of the arts in our lives. The beautiful and talented EVA HESSE (1 x 108/54), a Holocaust
survivor who became one of the most important artists in the NY art scene. * THE RISE OF THE SYNTHS (1 x 82) charts the rise of the SynthWave movement inspired by John Carpenter, who also narrates the film. Given life in the home studios of anonymous musicians, SynthWave is
now celebrated as a global phenomenon. From the world of cinema, where Chinese Americans have been a creative force since the earliest days,
HOLLYWOOD CHINESE (1 x 89/56) is a fun and fabulous trip from past to present.

TURNING POINTS AT THE INTERSECTION OF HISTORY, POLITICS, AND CULTURE…
I began working with director Mark Kitchell in the late 80s at the beginning of what has become his signature work with political/social/ cultural archive. First with his Oscar nominated, Sundance and IDA Award winning BERKELEY IN THE 60S (1 x 117) featuring an amazing cast of characters
that includes Stokely Carmichael, Joan Baez, Lyndon Johnson, and The Grateful Dead. Then, A FIERCE GREEN FIRE (1 x 101/54), an exploration
of the environmental movement – grassroots and global activism spanning fifty years from conservation to climate change – narrated by Robert
Redford, Meryl Streep, Ashley Judd, Van Jones, and Isabel Allende. Mark’s most recent film, EVOLUTION OF ORGANIC (1 x 87), narrated by
Frances McDormand, is the story of organic agriculture told by those who built the movement; how “back to the land” became the global force it is
today.

WE HAVE NOT SEEN THE END OF APARTHEID...

And as the specter of apartheid is casting a growing shadow, the Peabody Award-winning SOFT VENGEANCE: ALBIE
SACHS AND THE NEW SOUTH AFRICA (1 x 84/58) brings to light the inspiring life of Albie Sachs - lawyer, writer,
and freedom fighter.

SCIENCE MATTERS!

On a journey to discover early galaxies BLAST: SCIENCE HANGING BY A STRING (1 x 74/56) follows an international team of astrophysicists trying to launch a multi-million dollar telescope on a NASA high-altitude balloon, exposing
a world of risky, hardcore, scientific adventure.

EVERY MONTH IS PRIDE MONTH!
Marlon T. Riggs (1957-1994) was an independent filmmaker, professor, poet, and gay rights
activist who wrote, produced, and directed provocative, formally innovative meditations on
representations of race, gender, and sexual identity in American culture. The re-release of his
work marks the 25th anniversary of Riggs’ death from AIDS-related complications, and the 30th
anniversary of the premiere of one of his most famous works, Tongues Untied, a poetic reflection
on the experiences of black, gay men in America, sexism, and cultural nationalism. He died at
37 from complications due to AIDS. RACE, SEX & CINEMA: THE FILMS OF MARLON
RIGGS consists of seven films: Ethnic Notions (56 minutes, 1987), Tongues Untied (55 minutes, 1989), Color Adjustment (87 minutes, 1991), Black Is…Black Ain’t (86 minutes, 1995) and
three shorter works, Affirmations (10 minutes, 1990) and Anthem (8 minutes, 1991), Non, Je Ne
Regrette Rien (No Regret) (38 minutes, 1992).
Award-winning filmmaker Kimberly Reed’s first feature documentary PRODIGAL SONS (1 x 87) is an extraordinary story of newfound identity
mixing transgender experience, the discovery of celebrity grandparents, and sibling rivalry.
Acclaimed filmmaker Arthur Dong confronts murderers of gay men in LICENSED TO KILL (1 x 77/53), what happens when conservative Christian parents discovery they have gay children in FAMILY FUNDAMENTALS (1 x 77), and the World War II origins of gay men and women in the
military in COMING OUT UNDER FIRE (1 x 71/57/59).

PAUL GOODMAN CHANGED MY LIFE (1 x 89) is
a fully dimensional exploration of the world of educator,
author, poet, and “out” gay family man Paul Goodman; a
moving insight into a progressive and influential thinker.
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